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1 At a Crossroads, Again
The US withdrawal from Afghanistan after twenty years opens new possibilities in a
region with tremendous untapped potential for regional connectivity. The country has
the potential to act as a land bridge connecting the four regions of Asia, i.e., north-south
and east-west Asia, to the world. Afghanistan is a gateway to China and India in the
East and Central Asia, the Middle East, and Europe in the West. But for all its
geopolitical importance, it remains a land-locked, less developed country (LLDC) marred
by four decades of violence and instability.
Almost half of the Afghan population lived below the national poverty line in 2020, but
estimates for 2021 revealed that this number could be as high as 72 percent.1 The
situation is dire: Afghanistan was already one of the poorest countries in the world,
ranking 7th from the bottom with a real per capita GDP of USD 509 in 2020 (WDI,
2021). This meant that the average Afghan lived in conditions that were 17 times
worse than the average of low-income countries. The shrinking economy, which has
been on a downward trend since 2017, now faces several challenges: the repercussions
of COVID-19, severe drought, capital flight, suspension of aid flows, freezing of half the
central bank reserves, international sanctions, and a Taliban government that is
struggling to rule the country. Estimates from the IMF, World Bank, UNDP, and ADB
suggest that economic activity could contract by 20-30 percent in 2022, with nominal
GDP falling from USD 20 billion in 2020 to USD 14-16 billion by 2022.2
This paper explores the state of regional connectivity between Afghanistan and other
countries in the region, particularly Pakistan and the Central Asian Republics. The main
objective is to identify the scope of future connectivity in the region, which could create
shared prosperity, enhance trade competitiveness, and most importantly, offer insights
on opportunities for people-to-people and business-to-business economic connectivity.
The underlying structural and historical fault lines that make this region the least
integrated into the world are also considered. The four decades of historical power play
in Afghanistan, the rivalry between India and Pakistan, increasing regional engagement
of the Central Asian Republics, and the containment strategies of the USA, China, and
Russia will continue to shape the nature of future regional connectivity and stability.
The international community requires explicit signaling that a commitment to supporting
Afghanistan is not synonymous with a recognition of the Taliban. Peace in Afghanistan,
“the heart of Asia,” will continue to determine the fate of existing and future regional
connectivity.

1
2

UNDP (2021).
Ibid.
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1.1 Afghanistan: Where Does It Stand?
The current economic crisis in Afghanistan predated the Taliban takeover in August
2021. Real GDP per capita growth has been volatile over time, falling from roughly 4
percent in 2003 to -4 percent by 2020 (Figure 1). Moreover, economic development has
primarily been contingent on financial aid, with foreign grants covering up to 60
percent of the core budget over the last 20 years. Including military aid and civilian aid
that donors spent directly, foreign aid dependence was 75 percent over the last two
decades.3 As the international community cautiously engages with an unrecognized
Taliban government, alternative funding sources are urgently needed. Unfortunately,
domestic revenues have hardly reached 10 percent of GDP, while fiscal reforms
initiated by the overthrown democratic government to enhance non-tax revenue
collection are facing uncertainty.
The World Bank estimates that Afghanistan needs aid amounting to USD 6-8 billion
annually between 2020-24.4 Yet, even before the Taliban takeover, the international
community pledged only a total of USD 13 billion over this period in the Geneva
Conference of November 2020.5 The US has recently released USD 3.5 billion of Afghan
central reserves held at the Federal Reserve into an Afghan trust fund for humanitarian
assistance. It has also permitted international financial engagement with the country,
but it is not enough. FDI and remittances have dried up, and the financial sector
consisting mainly of 12 banks, is very weak: compared to other low-income countries
where private sector credit reaches 30 percent of GDP, in Afghanistan, the same is 4
percent of GDP.6
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Figure 1 GDP per capita PPP, growth rates (2003-2020), Source: World Bank World Development
Indicators

In addition, the country faces a staggering trade deficit in any given year, roughly
averaging a quarter of its national income. Seventy percent of imports are from within
the region, with Afghanistan more dependent on neighboring trade partners than other
regional countries (see Figure 2). Its top 5 import partners are Iran, China, Kazakhstan,
Pakistan, and Uzbekistan. Import dependency is high—80 percent of electricity,
between 20-40 percent of wheat, and nearly all fuel oil is imported. An impending
collapse of the banking sector amid a contracting economy facing an abrupt disruption
in domestic revenues and foreign aid signals a liquidity crunch with multiple impacts,
not least on the essential imports discussed above. Now more than ever, regional
integration with South and West Asia assumes urgency for Afghanistan itself to protect
livelihoods, promote economic activity, improve trade competitiveness, and build
infrastructural and institutional capacity.
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Figure 2 Intraregional goods imports. Source: ARCII Database. Accessed on 8th June 2022.

The country is a crucial link in the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation
(CAREC) Program that funds roads, energy, and trade development. Three planned
CAREC Corridors (rail and road) cross Afghanistan and would link Afghanistan with the
world and Asia’s four regions to themselves. Engagement with the acting Taliban
government by dissociating political agendas from economic and humanitarian ones
centered on connectivity and integration will allow the world to effectively minimize
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the risks posed by the discontent and unrest arising from the Taliban takeover while
allaying global fears of increased radicalization of Afghanistan and its possible export to
other countries. More balanced regional development reflecting Afghan interests is
critical, as an unstable Afghanistan directly affects the implementation of current
connectivity projects spanning West Asia, Iran, India, Pakistan, China, and future ones.

2 The power of regional connectivity
Regional cooperation and integration (RCI) in South and West Asia, and in general, the
whole Asia and Pacific region, has remained a key objective, both of governments and
multilateral development banks.7 This is largely because the area is one of the least
integrated regions in the world. Trading and investing across borders is costly and
cumbersome— hampered by infrastructural weaknesses, absence of transit
arrangements, high tariffs, non-tariff measures (both real and perceived), lack of
harmonized customs, rules, and regulations, and a gaping trust deficit. As East Asia and
Southeast Asian growth models have demonstrated, the potential of regional
cooperation and integration as an engine of growth is substantial. There is robust
empirical evidence to suggest that regional economic integration can lead to economic
growth through trade, investment, and transfer of knowledge and technology.8 Broadly,
this includes (i) facilitating trade and investment, (ii) upgrading connectivity
infrastructure, (iii) furthering people’s mobility, (iv) boosting the supply of regional
public goods, and (v) strengthening cross-border policy cooperation through
institutional capacity-building.9
Gains from connectivity are two-fold: localized gains from a more internally connected
region and secondly, external gains for countries spanning a South and West Asian land
bridge that serves as an economic gateway linking the developed markets of Europe to
Southeast Asia. Multiple studies provide evidence that sub-regional internal
connectivity—North-South and East-West—must be enhanced before the external
benefits of regional integration and cooperation can be unlocked. Afghanistan assumes
an important role in securing these gains from the web of trans-regional trade,
transport and economic corridors crisscrossing South and West Asia. It is part of many
regional transport and energy connectivity projects, summarized at the end of this
section in Table 1.
Trade corridors are well documented in the literature as a means to reduce the cost of
trade and growth, to generate greater sub-regional production networks and value
7

These include the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB), and
the World Bank Group.
8
ADB (2013)
9
ADB (2022)
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chains, and to promote inclusive and balanced regional growth. Improved access to
capital, intermediate goods, technology, and export markets unleashes economic
opportunities for integration into global and regional value chains that can induce
efficiency-seeking industrial restructuring and diversify export baskets. Higher demand
for better South Asian exports could in turn cause the real exchange rate to appreciate,
raising real returns to labor and capital, i.e., a higher standard of living. Positive
spillovers like interdependencies in production increase productivity and global
competitiveness and raise the regional economic stakes for greater stability. The gains
from participating in economic and transport corridor are particularly pronounced for
less developed and land-locked countries.10

2.1 Whither regional connectivity?
The Asia-Pacific Regional Cooperation and Integration Index (ARCII) scores regional
cooperation across 8 dimensions: trade and investment, regional supply chain,
infrastructure connectivity, monetary and financial integration, social and institutional
integration, people’s movement, environmental cooperation, and digital connectivity. As
can be seen from Figure 3, the EU is the leader in regional integration, whereas the
Asia-Pacific region performs poorly both on dimensions of soft connectivity and hard
architecture.
Africa

Asia and the Pacific
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Latin America

Middle East

North America

Trade and Investment
1.00
0.45
0.80
Environmental Cooperation
Money and Finance
0.520.60
0.40
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0.20
Technology and Digital
0.52 0.00
0.54 Regional Value Chains
Connectivity
0.24
0.50
Infrastructure and
Institutional Arrangements
0.56
Connectivity
People and Social Integration

Figure 3 Asia-Pacific Regional cooperation and integration Index: Dimensional analysis
(2018)
Note: The index is 0-1, with a higher value indicating greater regional integration; Source: Asia
Region Integration Centre: Tracking Asian Integration. Database. Available at
10

Raihan, S and Hahm, H. (2018)
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https://aric.adb.org/database/arcii/dimensions. Accessed on 8th June, 2022
Despite several overarching regional frameworks and agreements on economic integration in
South and Central Asia (see Appendix A), a closer look at the Asia-Pacific region indicates that
South and Central Asia are laggards in regional cooperation across all dimensions. Figure 4
reveals that South Asia and Central Asia perform particularly poorly on the dimensions of Trade
and Investment Integration, Infrastructure and Connectivity, Institutional Arrangements and
Regional Value Chain.

Figure 4 Sub-regional cooperation and integration in Asia; Source: Asia-Pacific Regional
Cooperation and Integration Index: Enhanced Framework, Analysis, and Applications11

2.1.1 Fractured Links, Despite a Connected History
Historically, Afghanistan was a key node on the ancient Silk Route, and consequently
well connected to the rest of the world. People and ideas moved freely, later followed
by trade in goods. Railway lines and roads still traverse the region, although in
dilapidated condition. Funding for maintenance and improvement is often limited not
only due to resources but also political will, as these roads and lines span numerous
countries and are, as such, a regional public good. In this context, regional connectivity
agendas are important in transnational funding connectivity. Prime examples of regional
connectivity are the UNESCAP-backed Asian Highway (AH) Network (2005) and the
Trans-Asian Railway Network (TAR) in South and Southwest Asia (2009), which remain
grossly under-utilized by South and Central Asia. This could explain why only 5 percent
of estimated trade potential between South and Central Asia has been tapped or why
current inter-regional trade between South and Southeast Asia is 2.5 times lower than
11

ADB (2022)
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predicted.12 More recently, however, there has been a revived interest in the AH and
TAR. Newer megaprojects (listed in Table 1) are making use of these transport
corridors as they seek to link up with these existing roads and railway lines, using
these routes as reference points and incorporating similar design and operational
features.13

2.1.2 Current Status: Regional Trade Agreements
While there is no regional transport and transit agreement in place for South Asia or
Central Asia to govern the cross-border movement of goods and vehicles, these
countries have ratified most of the seven UN Conventions on the transport of goods and
vehicles, including the crucial Customs Convention on the International Transport of
Goods under Cover of TIR Carnets (TIR Convention) that allows duty-free transit trade.
However, a regional agreement could offer additional advantages such as harmonization
of laws and processes, simplification of procedures, and reduction in cross-border
delays. In the absence of such a regional agreement, countries have signed bilateral and
multilateral transit agreements, especially the landlocked countries, such as the Treaty
of Transit between India and Nepal or the Afghanistan Pakistan Transit Trade
Agreement (APTTA) 2010.
The agreement, which allowed duty-free passage of goods from Afghanistan to India via
Pakistan, lapsed in February 2021 and is currently due for renewal, which was stalled
due to competing strategic interests. Pakistan and India currently do not have overland
access to the Central Asian countries. This would change with the completion of CPEC,
through which Pakistan could potentially access Central Asia through Kashgar, China.
Similarly, the Quadrilateral Traffic in Transit Agreement (QTTA) between China,
Pakistan, Tajikistan, and the Kyrgyz Republic allows Pakistan to bypass Afghanistan
(Figure 5.)
Notably, there has been some movement away from the established paradigm of
substitutive North-South versus East-West connectivity in recent years. For instance,
there has been talking of including Afghanistan in both CPEC and the QTTA, boding well
for intra-regional connectivity, a prerequisite for inter-regional integration.

12

UNESCAP (2018)
Although rail linkages across the region also suffer from a gauge mismatch across countries, leading to
disruptions at multiple break-of-gauge border crossings
13
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Figure 5 Possibility of including Afghanistan in CPEC and QTTA. Source: Afraz, N., Mukhtar, N. and
Sharif, H. (2022)

Other key transit arrangements centered on Afghanistan include the ECO Transit
Transport Framework Agreement (2013) agreement comprising Afghanistan, Azerbaijan,
Iran, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkey, and Turkmenistan,
which could significantly improve the East-West connectivity of the region. The CrossBorder Transport Agreement, signed in 2011 by Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Afghanistan
as part of CAREC, is a transit agreement that connects East Asia with the Arabian Sea
via Central Asia (along CAREC Corridor 5, see below). In Afghanistan, the Corridor
starts at Torkham at the border with Pakistan and links up to China through the Kyrgyz
Republic.

Current Status: Regional Megaprojects and Facilitating Infrastructure
Currently, four major transport connectivity initiatives involve Afghanistan directly or
indirectly. Maximizing their socioeconomic impact on Afghanistan will require building
internal capacity in Afghanistan, creating a stable peace under the Taliban, and a
political commitment to completing these projects in good faith and not as leverage in a
political tug-of-war. In addition to addressing the complicated histories of the region,
the weak internal connectivity in Afghanistan also needs to be addressed to facilitate
regional connectivity. Road density is about 4 km per 1000 km2 of land, and only 40
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percent of people have access to the electric grid. Around 90 percent of the transport
network is unconnected, and the mountainous terrain adds to the difficulty. Goods are
carried mainly by road in over-priced and overloaded trucks on a crumbling road
network: around 70 percent of inter-provincial and inter-district roads are substandard, and
Access is seasonal. The Afghanistan National Development Strategy 2016-20 and the
Afghanistan National Rural Access Program sought to improve road connectivity as part
of a larger National Infrastructure Plan and Investment Pipeline 2017-21. The ANDS
Road Program prioritized work on the Afghan Ring Road/Regional Highway that began
in 2003, with links to Iran, Pakistan, and Tajikistan. At the same time, border facilities
were strengthened through donor-funded capacity building, including cross-border data
sharing across countries.
Afghanistan can also potentially become the center of an energy corridor between a
sparsely populated and energy-abundant Central Asia and an over-populated, energystarved South Asia. Currently, the country relies on imported electricity, importing
roughly 80 percent of its total electricity consumption, mainly from Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan, Iran, and Tajikistan. In 2020, this will cost the country USD 220 million.14
Afghanistan has considerable energy options, such as water (hydropower), hydrocarbon
(gas, coal), and renewable resources. There has been investment since 2002 in building
energy infrastructure, but it has only utilized 1 percent of its hydropower potential, for
example.15 Global recognition of Afghanistan as a conduit for energy trade dates to
December 2005, as RECCA conferences have reframed energy connectivity in the region
through Afghanistan.
The state of the various transit, trade, and energy megaprojects is summarized below.

14

UNDP (2021)
ADB (n.d.). SSA: Afghanistan: Transport Network Development Investment Program. Available at
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/linked-documents/44482-012-afg-ssa.pdf.
15
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Project

Lapis Lazuli Transit,
Trade and Transport
Corridor
International Trade and
Transport Corridor of
the Ashgabat
Agreement
Transit Trade
Agreement between
India, Iran, and
Afghanistan (Chabahar
Corridor)

Partners
Afghanistan,
Turkmenistan,
Azerbaijan,
Georgia, Turkey
India, Iran,
Kazakhstan,
Oman, Pakistan,
Turkmenistan
and Uzbekistan
India, Iran and
Afghanistan

Status
Functional
December
2018

Significance
Shortest route to Europe via Caspian and Black
Seas using rail/ship; furthers Turkish ambitions
in the region to counter Russia

Functional
since 2018

Afghanistan a key transit country; makes use of
other Afghan rail projects and links with key
Eurasian rail, road and ship corridors

Port semioperational
since 2017,
delays due to
US sanctions
on Iran
In progress

Circumvents Pakistan completely; Taliban want
to use for CAR trade; India keen to connect it
with International/North-South Multimodal
Transport Corridor to link Russia &India; CARs
can use Chabahar to access India: win-win for
Afghanistan
Connectivity with and within Afghanistan will
improve via 6 planned BRI corridors
Investing in road, rail, marine and information
connectivity across Pakistan and the wider
region to improve access to Afghanistan
Corridor 3 Afghanistan-CARs; Corridor 5 joins
Afghanistan, Tajikistan, and western China;
Corridor 6 is Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan,
and Uzbekistan. Pakistan-Afghanistan linked via
Corridor 5 through Karakorum Highway
Connects Pakistan to Afghanistan and Central
Asia via road through the Peshawar–Kabul–
Dushanbe motorway; includes the critical link in
Pak-Afghan connectivity, i.e., Peshawar-Torkham
Expressway
Spillovers for Afghanistan: end-to-end rail and
road inter- and intra-regional connectivity; no
transshipment; multimodal transport; TurkeyEurope linkages already developed so transit
through Afghanistan to link sub-regions of Asia
with EU, Central Asian, and ASEAN markets
Afghanistan sits atop vast unexploited resources
and could be at the center of a resource corridor
joining South and Central Asia with Middle East
if it gets a modern railway infrastructure:
Mineral resources that could add up to 7.6 per
cent of GDP (p.a)
Afghanistan imports about 80 per cent of its
electricity; cost savings of at least USD 220
million, if not more as energy prices soar

Belt and Road Initiative

60 countries

China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor

China and
Pakistan

Underway

Central Asia Regional
Economic Cooperation

11 countries

Underway

The Khyber Pass
Economic Project

Afghanistan,
Pakistan, and
CARs

Underway

The Trans-Asian
Railway (ITI–DKD-Y)
Container Rail Corridor
and the Asian Highway
(TIPI–BM) Road
Corridor
Five Nations Railway
Corridor and rail links
between the main cities
along the north and
south of Afghanistan

Turkey, Iran,
Pakistan, India,
Bangladesh, and
Myanmar

CASA-1000
(hydroelectric energy)

Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan,
Afghanistan, and
Pakistan

Infrastructure
exists, some
feeder routes
required &
upgrades
necessary
IranAfghanistan
links built;
Taliban have
engaged Iran
to continue
Afghanistan
slowest
progress
(15% of lines
as of Dec
21), but
Taliban
committed to
completion of
project

China,
Afghanistan,
Iran, Tajikistan
and Kyrgyzstan
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TUTAP Interconnection
(grid connectivity for a
regional electricity
market)
TAPI (natural gas)

Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan,
Afghanistan, and
Pakistan
Turkmenistan,
Afghanistan,
Pakistan, India

Infrastructure
will be
completed by
2025-30

First step to create a Central Asian-South Asian
Regional Electricity Market that could allow
export of excess electricity from Central Asia to
Pakistan and Afghanistan.

Work has
begun in
Turkmenistan
and
Afghanistan;
could be
completed by
2026

It could generate an annual USD 500 million in
transit fees, while addressing energy shortages.
Energy integration is crucial due to rising energy
demand from the mining sector and increasing
prices

Table 1 Key megaprojects in the region: Significance for Afghanistan

3 South and West Asia as a Regional Hub: Challenges &
Opportunities
It is projected that surface freight in the region will rise by 84 per cent by 2030,16 with
the Asian Development Bank estimating that Asia needs to invest an annual USD 1.5
trillion over 2016-2030 in infrastructure just to keep up with economic growth.
Accounting for climate adaptation and mitigation measures, this cost increases further.17
But while infrastructural gaps are likely to be plugged as suggested by the spate of
regional connectivity megaprojects highlighted in section 2, soft infrastructure gaps are
harder to fill. Joint regulatory frameworks governing cross-border trade and investment,
e-commerce, data and information exchange, financial transactions and payment
services need to be adopted across the region.18

3.1 Facilitating Trade: Soft Infrastructure
Soft infrastructure refers to components that facilitate movement of goods, services, and
vehicles across borders. Rules, regulations and standards that govern trade along with
harmonized cross-border administrative procedures need to be in place before hard
infrastructural connectivity can be utilized Soft infrastructure is an important dimension
of trade facilitation and is required in order to unlock the benefits of investments in
infrastructural connectivity.19 All countries can adopt the WTO Trade Facilitation
Agreement in the region to reduce transaction costs, delays, and trade-related

16

ADB (2022)
UNESCAP (2019)
18
UNESCAP. (2022)
19
Aggarwal, A. (2020).
17
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corruption.20
Moreover, coordination is required between all parties and agencies, from customs,
transport, logistics, and immigration, to quarantine and standards bodies. This would
require internet connectivity for the region's uninterrupted data/information flows. For
instance, with road freight, the most popular mode of transport in South Asia, complex
infrastructure would comprise roads, transport corridors, and so on. At the same time,
soft measures include harmonized vehicle standards for weight, emissions, etc.,
mutually recognized driving licenses, and unified cross-border transport documentation.
In addition, rules and regulations like the ECOTTA would be needed for cross-border
transport and transit agreements. For example, outdated transshipment laws contained
in the India-Pakistan Shipping Protocol 1975 do not allow transshipment to a third
country on ships of either country. A Regional Transport and Trade Agreement should
be drafted to achieve seamless connectivity across the region that combines different
modes of transport such as road, rail, air, and sea.
Additionally, regional policies pertaining to labor mobility, remuneration, social
protection, recognition of skills, and minimum education requirements will help create
a regional labor market and address significant unemployment challenges in the region,
particularly in Afghanistan. However, investing in soft infrastructure requires
substantially more institutional capacity, regulatory oversight, and political will than
complex infrastructure.

3.2 Making Connectivity Work: Institutional Capacity
A sound regulatory framework, vital human resources, and institutional strength are
needed to coordinate policy decisions within and between countries. Subsequent
implementation depends on actors' commitment at every level, starting from the
political will of governments to the various officials on the ground. Gaps in awareness,
skills, and financial resources can misalign incentives and distort outcomes. Information
about the legal frameworks such as treaties, agreements, protocols, and conventions is
essential for effectively moving goods and people across countries. But complexities in
adoption, coverage, and scope exist across different countries. In addition, studies find
that successful integration depends mostly on the underlying political attitudes of
governments to promote harmonization and simplification of the rules and regulations
covering cross-border exchange. Inter-governmental cooperation and coordination are
not easily achieved with the high levels of political distrust in the region. The latter is
discussed below.

20

Ibid.
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3.3 A Complicated Neighborhood: Building Trust
Underpinning the future of regional connectivity is the political and security paradigm
of the region. Afghanistan was the stage where global geopolitics played out between
the world's superpowers for three decades, and it has paid a heavy price. Politically, the
challenges it has faced in its internal process of state formation have created a dualistic
power structure in the country. With a limited revenue base and the emergence of
strongmen at the nodes of historical trade routes, the Afghan state developed into a
weak center dependent on courting and relinquishing its powers to the old elite. As a
result, while the weak state continued to face frequent internal military contests, the
international community courted whichever side it deemed expedient.
The abrupt departure of US forces from Afghanistan and the relative ease with which
the Taliban regained control of the country was a shock for many. However, as security
continues to improve following the departure of US troops, it creates an opportunity for
regional countries to rethink and realign their foreign policies in a multipolar world. All
regional players, including China, Russia, Pakistan, India, Iran, Turkey, and the Central
Asian countries, want a stable and peaceful Afghanistan, not least over the fear of
exporting radical Islam to their borders. Track II dialogues with all stakeholders by the
Heart of Asia indicate that there is scope for a regional approach towards Afghanistan,
with the US and UN barely involved in the country. It emerged from the discussions
that China is willing to engage with the Taliban by decoupling economics from politics
in its usual economy-first model. Moreover, Beijing wants Islamabad-Kabul ties to
improve the success of the Belt and Road Initiative and has even created an economic
stake for Pakistan by inviting Afghanistan to become a part of CPEC. Pakistan was one
of the few countries to advocate initial engagement with the Taliban, even though
relations have somewhat soured as the Taliban failed to restrain the Tehrik-i-Taliban
Pakistan (TTP) amid growing terror attacks in Pakistan.21
Management of the national economy and a quest for international legitimacy by the de
facto Taliban government provide some common ground and leverage for the
international community. The Taliban have initiated economic diplomacy of their own
by saying the right things at the Afghan Ministry of Finance’s program “Afghanistan
Economic Conference: New Beginning” in January 2022. They affirmed their
commitment to the market economy, a business-friendly environment, trade facilitation,
and most critically, to regional trade.22 The Taliban urgently need economic stability to
ward off civil unrest and humanitarian crises and, as mentioned, to gain legitimacy
internally and globally. The invitation to China to develop the mining sector, a
crackdown on corruption in the country to improve revenue collection, retention of
some old technocrats at the central bank and the Ministry of Finance, and the drafting
of a budget underscore their prioritization of economic management. The resumption of
work on TAPI and other regional projects in 2022 is equally promising for private
sector confidence. Nothing could invigorate the regional connectivity agenda like a
21
22

Asfandyar, M. (2022)
Fishstein, P, and Amiryar, M. (2022)
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peaceful Afghanistan committed to regional integration at a time when reported
casualties in the country are the lowest in its recent history.
However, even though security is much better, the institutional capacity in Afghanistan
to expedite these projects is inadequate, exacerbated by the flight of local and
international technical expertise along with ambiguity about payment modes. In
addition, contracting and insurance costs have risen since the Taliban takeover. Absent
a legal regime and financial infrastructure in Afghanistan, projects may face delays.

3.4 A Balancing Act: Mutual Dependencies
A stable Afghanistan is critical to the success of CPEC and Pakistan’s access to Central
Asia and beyond. Afghanistan will have to manage its ties with New Delhi and
Islamabad carefully. The new Pakistani coalition government has negotiated with the
Taliban in past political tenures. But a complex signal has been given to the Taliban in
the Afghan border bombing by the Pakistan military to warn the Taliban about TTP
using Afghanistan as their base for attacks on Pakistan. In June 2022, the TTP signed an
indefinite ceasefire with the Pakistan government in return for significant concessions.
How long it lasts remains to be seen.
India, for its part, will continue in its quest for East-West connectivity. Pakistan would
complement its North-South CPEC connectivity well with East-West connectivity via Iran,
Afghanistan, and Central Asia. A Pakistan connected multilaterally will give it more
bargaining power in a multipolar world. Central Asian countries are eager for regional
integration to expand economic opportunities for their people, lest they succumb to
recruitment pressures from ISIS. They have cautiously claimed their hope for
cooperation through trade in goods and energy. With China unwilling to tangle with
Russia over their invasion of Ukraine, and a possible extension of CPEC to Afghanistan,
a pragmatic approach by China seems the most likely. In a post-US Afghanistan, China
could take on a leadership role to protect its considerable economic interests in
Southwest and Central Asia and, as such, view Central Asia as a buffer zone between
Afghanistan and Xinjiang. Russia, for its part, is overstretched between ArmeniaAzerbaijan, Syria, and now Ukraine and is unlikely to focus much on Afghanistan.
But India should also see the strength in an economic argument to transit goods
directly across Pakistan. Its current plan through the Chabahar Corridor via its pipelineto-road-to-rail-to-sea-to-road route is expensive and slow. Gwadar and Chabahar,
situated a mere 170 km apart, have significant synergies as Gwadar can handle larger
vessels that Chabahar cannot, from where goods can potentially be transshipped to
Chabahar.
Promoting regional cooperation as an alternative security paradigm is now possible.
The new connectivity links to South and Southwest Asia have precluded the ability of
one country to block access to any central transport corridor. Instead, the railroads,
ports, and roads network create mutual economic dependencies that allow countries to
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select the cheapest and safest routes by drawing on multiple modes of transport. Greater
connectivity makes trade and encourages the flow of ideas, skills, and knowledge,
creating even more significant positive spillovers.23 Even as Russia and China become
economically closer, Central Asia’s desire to counterbalance these two nations by
turning to the US could lead to convergence on regional integration strategies, centering
on a secure Afghanistan. India’s quest to become a global power is most undermined
by economic factors and its historical relationship with Pakistan. The same is true for
Pakistan, which could benefit from a shift in paradigm centered on security to one
based on regionally connected development.24 Simultaneous engagement with the
Taliban on strategically selected uncontentious core issues where Taliban and global
interests align can be a short-term priority, such as TAPI and CASA-1000. Broader
regional economic relations with the Taliban could help create enough common ground
to resolve differences in other areas while providing a respectable way for Afghans to
return to their livelihoods and restore some normalcy to their lives.

4 Shared Economic Prosperity: Growing Together
There is a positive correlation between regional economic cooperation and economic
growth.25 A connected region can lead to development and growth through deeper
integration via cross-border investment, technology transfer, and economic
diversification provided by access to regional and global value chains.
Further, complementary investments in cross-border pipelines should be prioritized to
ensure regional energy security, with these energy corridors offering route
diversification to counter conflict and climate change challenges. For instance, projects
could target westward connectivity expansion from Turkmenistan's gas fields or hydropower-rich Tajikistan and the Kyrgyz Republic to Europe through proposed transCaspian lines from Turkmenistan (Turkmenbashi to Baku). Conversely, TAPI and CASA1000 could reach China eastward via Belt and Road energy projects. They could also
underpin the UNESCAP Asian Energy Highway (AEH) initiative to help achieve the
Sustainable Development Goals through a predominantly renewable energy mix and an
integrated regional electricity grid.26
Finally, the localized gains from new people-to-people and business-to-business
connectivity opportunities can transform the lives of millions in the medium- to longterm. Future policy recommendations should tap into the following avenues for job
creation and growth that is sustainable and inclusive, as detailed below.
Recommendation: Sub-regional integration between thriving economic centers
23
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and lagging border economies will encourage higher employment rates and the
formalization of rent-seeking economies that develop in border areas of landlocked countries. Existing economic corridors can be capitalized to create feeder
routes between thriving centers and pockets of poverty, which will, in turn, improve the
state of unemployment and overall poverty in the region. The formalization of border
economies will also invite new business activity, encourage domestic and foreign
investment, and improve trade-led industrialization. A prime example is Khorgos,
Kazakhstan (bordering China), which received billions of dollars of investment in a
state-backed dry port.27
Recommendation: Special and cross-border economic zones that channel
information, data, goods and services, people, money, and ideas are one way to
encourage this. Economic clusters could develop given the sheer volume of economic
activity expected at such border hubs and enable economic clustering spanning
backward (input suppliers, labor, raw material, banks, etc.) and forward linkages (firms,
buying houses, traders, logistics, insurance, transport and so on). Network effects would
multiply positive spillovers, and economies of scale and agglomeration could make this
growth sustainable.
These areas could easily grow via targeted policies from border zones to broader
economic centers and be an ideal location to attract multinationals, who may find these
zones relatively safe to foray into new markets such as Afghanistan. Global firms could
substantially lower their start-up costs by using the extensive transport infrastructure and
the policy cover extended in these zones. This would be more suitable for international
firms that have already entered the regional market and are looking to consolidate.
Local firms could approach them based on contract/toll manufacturing or technology
licensing.
Selecting key industries could illustrate the process and benefits of reforms more
succinctly. For instance, there is much scope for a regional production network of
automotive parts and components. Border economic zones could be targeted for
automotive parts, as there is established demand (smuggling is to the tune of millions
of dollars) and demonstrated supply capacity in Pakistan, India, and Bangladesh.
Recommendation: The quality of bank and non-bank financial integration largely
determines the breadth and depth of economic activity, including trade.28 Regional
financial integration would require linkages between countries, where the weakest link
is most likely to be Afghanistan, where there are 12 banks. These banks, including
Afghanistan’s central bank, Da Afghanistan Bank (DAB), are on the brink of collapse
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due to the DAB’s foreign assets worth USD 7 billion being frozen by the US government
after the Taliban takeover. Therefore, there are no mechanisms to raise the USD 4.4 billion
required to run the Afghan economy annually. As such, creating ease of business across
the banking sector in the region is crucial, for which financial security concerns need to
be removed for investment to resume.
Recommendation: Knowledge connectivity is a crucial determinant of crossborder trade—it measures the strength of formal and informal information flows
between two countries. Firms are more likely to invest and do business in countries
they know well as it lowers transaction costs (of searching, matching, and contracting).29
To lay the groundwork for regional linkages and a shared knowledge economy, general
mistrust should be addressed head-on through business associations, industry meetings,
match-making events, thought-leadership workshops, and investment missions in
neutral locations.30
Common cultural and ethnic ties between many South and Central Asian
neighboring states can be utilized to bolster the growth potential of these
corridors. Regional frameworks can build on this by underwriting MoUs between
regional Chambers of Commerce and the Afghan Chamber of Commerce and Industries
and finding business partners.31 Broader trade facilitation measures and information
exchange to promote B2B business activities of Small-and-Medium-Sized Industries in
Afghanistan could be made more accessible through extended kin networks.32
In short, economic corridors do not create economic growth. They remove trade,
transport, and communication bottlenecks in areas where the potential for change exists
and is hampered by unfavorable conditions. Growth potential depends on the quality of
inputs, especially human capital, along with well-developed financial markets. This
requires a strategic policy to provide education and skills to avail new opportunities,
including measures to ensure women and girls who represent more than half the
population gainfully participate in the economy. More broadly, the physical and
institutional capacity to channel information, data, goods, services, people, money, and
ideas must be strengthened before the people of Afghanistan can genuinely benefit from
regional initiatives.
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4.1 The Future of Regional Connectivity: A Framework
Attempts to reframe regional growth around Afghanistan date back to 2005. The world
is interested in a stable and peaceful Afghanistan, a gateway to thriving markets, old
and new, endowed with natural resources of untold value. RECCA and Heart of AsiaIstanbul Process (HOA-IP) have taken the lead in advancing business partnerships and
investment promotion in the country. At the same time, UNESCAP, ADB, and World Bank
continue to offer on-ground support and operationalization under their existing and
well-established regulatory frameworks.33 The RECCA 2.0 agenda sees itself as the apex
of regional trade, investment, commerce, and integration. The RECCA Chamber of
Commerce & Industries is used to rally political and economic support from
governments and chambers across the region. With support from people, businesses,
and leaders, the ultimate objective is a RECCA-backed regional trade and transit
agreement across South and Central Asia.
Reduction in transport costs and an enabling environment could allow countries to
extend their economic geographies across borders in much the same way as East and
Southeast Asia before them. To reap the benefits of economic growth from deeper
regional cooperation and integration, strategic, coordinated policy action and capacity
building of all stakeholders within and across countries is needed. This will include
highlighting early on issues that could continue to impede flows of goods and people in
the short, medium- and long term. Political misgivings top the list in the short time,
along with regulatory weaknesses at border crossing points. Medium-term
considerations could be poor quality intermodal connections and low development of
local communities. Long-term goals could be targeting global supply chains and
attracting export-oriented FDI to create regional production chains. While the issues
may vary across countries, their analysis will allow countries to draw up their general
and specific objectives from connectivity in the region and address the associated
challenges.
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6

Appendix A: Economic Connectivity Frameworks in South and Central Asia

6.1 South Asia
•
•
•

the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC),34
the Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) and
the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multisectoral Techno-economic Cooperation
(BIMSTEC)

6.2 Central Asia and Afghanistan
•
•
•

11-member Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) program and
two initiatives focused on Afghanistan,
the Regional Economic Cooperation Conference on Afghanistan (RECCA) and the
Heart of Asia-Istanbul Process. RECCA includes the five Central Asian Republics,
India, Iran, and Pakistan.
The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) includes all these countries and
China.

6.3 Preferential Trading Arrangements (PTAs)
•
•
•

the South Asian Free Trade Agreement (SAFTA),
ECO Trade Agreement (ECOTA),
the BIMSTEC FTA and the Asia-Pacific Trade Agreement (APTA)

34

The South Asia Subregional Economic Cooperation (SASEC) Program is SAARC minus Pakistan that India
initiated as part of its Look East policy. Project-based includes Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives,
Myanmar, Nepal, and Sri Lanka.
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